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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
Douglas Paul Anderson
Doctor of Philosophy
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
December 2014
Title: Molecular Evolution of the Guanylate Kinase Domain
The evolution of novel protein functions and protein families is a fundamental
question within both evolutionary biology and biochemistry. While many gene families
follow predictable patterns of molecular tinkering, many protein families exist with
completely novel functions now essential. The guanylate kinase protein interaction domain
(GKPID) of the membrane associated guanylate kinases (MAGUK) represents a model
system for the study of protein evolution in which a protein scaffolding domain has
evolved from a nucleotide kinase ancestor. Here we elucidate the ancient mechanisms by
which these new functions evolved by combining ancestral protein reconstruction with in
vitro and cell-biological molecular experiments. We found that the GKPID’s capacity to
serve as a mitotic spindle-orienting scaffold evolved by duplication and divergence of an
ancient guanylate kinase enzyme before the divergence of animals and choanoflagellates.
Re-introducing a single historical substitution into the ancestral guanylate kinase is
sufficient to abolish the ancestral enzyme activity, confer the derived scaffolding function,
and establish the capacity to mediate spindle orientation in cultured cells. This substitution
appears to have revealed a latent protein-binding site, rather than constructing a novel
interaction interface, apparently by altering the dynamics or conformational occupancy of a
hinge region that determines whether the binding site is exposed or hidden. Three further
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substitutions also conveyed a measure of ligand specificity to phosphorylated Pins, which
is necessary in metazoan spindle orientation pathways. These findings show how a small
number of simple, ancient genetic changes caused the evolution of novel molecular
functions crucial for the evolution of complex animals and laid the groundwork for an
entirely new family of metazoan scaffolding proteins.

This dissertation contains previously unpublished, co-authored material.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions are an essential element of living systems and are
essential for proper cellular functions. While some protein-protein interactions are nonspecific, the many protein-protein interactions are highly specific and tightly regulated (1).
Taken together, the sum of protein-protein interactions creates a dense web of interactions
within the cell responsible for a wide array of cellular functions and behavior. Although
many protein interactions occur in addition to a proteins primary function, many families of
proteins are present within the cell whose sole function is to mediate protein-protein
interactions, called scaffolding proteins. Scaffolding proteins allow the interaction between
many protein partners and the potential for organized supra-molecular complexes such as
seen in the metazoan synapse (2). Research in the past ten years has begun to highlight the
importance of such scaffolding molecules even beyond cellular phenotypes where
alterations to a scaffolding protein can have organismal effects in behavior due to the
disruption of complex protein complexes involved in development and neurophysiology
(3).
Membrane-Associated Guanylate Kinases (MAGUKS)
One family dedicated protein-protein interaction scaffolds is the Membrane
Associated Guanylate Kinases (MAGUKs). The MAGUKs are a functionally diverse,
family, involved in scaffolding for many complex cellular phenotypes such as apoptosis,
adhesion junctions, pre and post-synaptic density organization, and mitotic spindle
orientation (4). MAGUK family proteins are multi-domain proteins, generally consisting of
at least three different classes of protein-protein interaction domains (5). A typical
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MAGUK protein will consist of 1-3 PDZ domains, a small peptide-ligand recognizing
domain, a single Src Homology 3 (SH3) domain which also recognizes small peptide
sequences, and an C-terminal guanylate kinase-like (GK) domain for which the MAGUKs
are named (Figure 1). While various MAGUK family members may also possess additional
domains, all MAGUKs possess at the minimum a PDZ-SH3-GK domain organization and
are defined in part by this domain architecture (6).

Figure 1. Domain architecture of the Membrane Associated Guanylate Kinases
(MAGUKs). A minimal MAGUK (top) always consists of a C-terminal GK domain (blue)
with a nearby SH3 domain (pink) and is usually accompanied by 1-3 PDZ domains
(orange, gray). Additional domains specific to various MAGUK families are usually
located in the N-terminus. Discs large (Dlg,bottom) is shown as an example.
While the majority of the MAGUK protein interactions are mediated by the wellstudied PDZ and SH3 domains, the C-terminal GK domain is less understood. Unlike PDZ
or SH3 domains which are ubiquitous and found in many other protein families, the GK
domain is unique to the MAGUK family. The GK domain itself was first discovered in the
early 90’s (7) and was identified and named by sequence homology to the Guanylate
Kinases, a nucleotide kinase responsible for phosphorylating GMP with ATP (8). In these
early days, it was believed that like the guanylate kinases, the MAGUK GK domain was
also capable of catalysis and that the protein served to localize enzymatic activity to precise
cellular locations (9). A few well known MAGUKs known to localize to the post-synaptic
2

density helped give rise to this notion and are the source of the MAGUK family name due
to the membrane localization patterns and the eponymous GK domain (10). Functional
studies in the late 90’s soon dispelled the notion of a catalytically active GK domain (8),
finding that not only was the GK domain inactive but could not be reactivated through
mutation despite possessing a seemingly intact catalytic core (11).
The function of the GK domain was later identified in the mid 2000’s with a
combination of approaches. Multiple genetic, crystallography and biochemical experiments
showed that the GK domains of the Dlg were in fact binding protein ligands and not
nucleotides as previously identified . Crystallographic studies of the GK domain from
Discs large (Dlg) have identified multiple protein ligands bound involved in spindle
orientation pathways as well as neuronal synaptic ligands (12,13). Studies of non Dlgfamily GK domains have also shown protein ligand binding, suggesting protein binding
may be a general feature of GK domain function (4) . Of the many GK domains, the Dlg
family GK domain (Dlg-GK) remains the best studied, and will be the focus of this
dissertation.
Guanylate Kinase Domains of Dlg Proteins
Although the Dlg family GK domain is involved in many cellular pathways and
protein interactions (14,15), its most well characterized functional role lies in its
participation in orienting the mitotic spindle (16). In this role, the GK domain serves a
crucial role as a scaffolding protein linking cortically associated proteins to the mitotic
spindle through microtubule-associated protein interactions. In Drosophila melanogaster
models of spindle orientation, this is accomplished by binding cortically localized Partner
of Inscuteable (Pins), an essential spindle orientation and cell polarity protein, and the
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microtubule-associated motor protein KHC-73 (17). Forming this Pins/GK/KHC-73
complex serves to connect the mitotic spindle to a specific axis of the cell, biasing the
direction of the mitotic spindle towards the localization of Pins during mitosis (Figure 2,
ref. 18). Although additional pathways mediated by Pins can build upon this initial spindle
orientation capability, the Pins/GK/KHC-73 complex as a necessary first pathway which
additional pathways require to function (17). Compromising the scaffolding activity of the
GK domain in this pathway or disrupting the other complex members also leads to
impaired spindle orientation, defects in cell polarity and differentiation among other
phenotypes (19,20,21).

Figure 2. Genetic pathway of spindle orientation in the Drosophila neuroblast. The
GK domain of Dlg binds to the linker region of the protein Partner of Inscuteable (Pins,
green). Further protein-protein interactions between the GK domain and the astral
microtubular associated motor protein KHC-73 are believed to capture the mitotic spindle,
biasing the spindle towards the localization of Pins. Additional Pins pathways (grey)
further refine spindle orientation but require the Pins / GK pathway to function.
More recent work have further elucidated the functional mechanisms behind the
Dlg-GK domains scaffolding function through crystallographic means, uncovering the
4

biophysical mechanism behind the GK domains protein-binding function (12,13). In one
study, the Dlg-GK domain was co-crystallized in complex with a Pins-peptide ligand
identified from previous genetic studies. Surprisingly, this crystal showed the Pins ligand
interacting with a remarkably intact guanosine-binding subdomain, once believed to bind
GMP (Figure 3, 12). More surprisingly, it was found that the Pins ligand inserts a
phosphorylated serine into a negatively charged knob very similar to that of the guanylate
kinase enzyme. Comparisons of the two structures show nearly identical secondary and
tertiary structure, where the guanylate kinase guanosine binding domains are almost
completely conserved in the protein-binding GK domain. These studies gave further
evidence to the growing hypothesis that GK domains are likely derived from an ancient
guanylate kinase ancestor which has been co-opted to bind protein ligands with little
structural modification.
Further biochemical work among extant GK enzymes and domains has even
suggested potential mutations which may have been involved in the neofunctionalization
between the hypothesized guanylate kinase ancestors and the GK domains. In a recent
study, a conserved proline residue found in most GK domains including Dlg family GK
domains substituted was inserted into the same location in native guanylate kinases and
assayed for potential effects (22). Surprisingly, the authors found that when the guanylate
kinase serine identity was mutated to the GK domain proline identity most enzymatic
activity was lost while gaining the ability to act as GK domains in spindle orientation
assays and binding Pins with low affinity. This mutation appeared to slow the guanylate
kinases’ enzymatic motions which were correlated with the gain of protein binding and
spindle orientation capability. From this study, the authors suggest that this mutation (ser to
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pro) may have been an evolutionarily relevant neofunctionalizing substitution that likely
contributed to GK domain evolution.

Figure 3. Comparison of guanylate kinases and GK domains. Extant yeast
guanylate kinase is shown (left, brown, PDB:1GKY) with bound ATP (cyan spheres) in the
LID subdomain, GMP (red spheres) in the GBD subdomain. GBD and LID subdomains are
connected to the central CORE subdomain by flexible hinge regions (pink). GK domains
(right, blue, PDB:3UAT) possess the same subdomain structure but bind the much large
protein ligand Pins (green spheres) where GMP was previously bound.

Phylogenetics of the GK Domain
Alongside these structural lines of evidence, phylogenetic studies of the GK domain
from all MAGUK family members have also begun postulating a direct evolutionary origin
from the guanylate kinases (Figure 4, 23). Evidence for this hypothesis lies in the species
distribution of the guanylate kinases themselves compared to that of MAGUK GK
domains. While all life forms on Earth possess at least one guanylate kinase, GK domains
are limited to metazoa and choanoflagellates (24). Such a distribution suggests that the
MAGUK GK domain is the result of a gene duplication and divergence of an ancestral
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guanylate kinase somewhere before metazoa. Further gene duplication and differentiation
would then have given rise to the various MAGUK family. Two phylogenetic studies (23,
24) have provided support for this hypothesis by constructing a well-supported gene
phylogeny using the guanylate kinases as an outgroup for the MAGUK GKs. Though the
phylogenetic support for the duplication and divergence of the GK domains from an
ancient guanylate kinase duplication event is evidence, many questions remain. Beyond the
duplication and divergence itself, how did an ancient guanylate kinase evolve protein
binding ability? More specifically, how did the Dlg family functionality of spindle
orientation evolve? When was guanylate kinase activity lost? What are the genetic changes
that are necessary for such a transition? What are the underlying biophysical mechanisms
behind these genetic changes? Further questions remain specific to the Dlg-GK family,
such as when did the Dlg-GK spindle orientation function evolve in MAGUK GK
evolution? Is GK spindle orientation function a basal function or a more recently evolved
phenotype?
Prior to this dissertation, only suggestive conclusions could be made based on
comparisons of extant guanylate kinases and domains. As discussed earlier,biochemical
experiments with S. cerevisiae guanylate kinase identified that when a strictly conserved
serine residue in the guanylate kinase hinge region, a region necessary for catalytic
movements, was mutated to the GK domain proline identity was sufficient to cause a loss
of enzyme activity and a gain of protein binding and spindle orienting ability (22).
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Figure 4. Speculated evolutionary origin of the GK protein interaction domains. All GK
domains (bracketed) are speculated to have evolved from a common ancestor, which itself
is the result of an ancient duplication and divergence event from the guanylate kinase
enzyme (adapted from Mendoza et al, see reference 23).
Although suggestive of a potentially evolutionary relevant neofunctionalizing historical
substitution, such extant comparisons suffer from the limitations of horizontal evolutionary
analysis. Horizontal comparisons between extant taxa are at best limited, as one cannot
differentiate between historically relevant identities versus neutral mutations or mutations
involved in different functions. In order to truly investigate past molecular evolution,
vertical evolutionary analysis studying the ancient sequences themselves is necessary to
identify historically relevant substitutions. Such vertical analysis, while impossible in the
recent past, can be done using the technique of ancestral protein reconstruction (APR)
where ancient sequence identities are reconstructed using statistical methods applied with a
phylogenetic tree (25). Reconstructed protein sequences can then be synthesized and
expressed and functionally characterized to determine both the historical changes necessary
for functional evolution as well as the investigation of the biophysical mechanisms behind
8

them. Because direct ancestral protein states can be assayed and historical substitutions
directly analyzed for functional effects, APR represents a true vertical analysis allowing
investigation of the causative substitutions in protein evolution and has been used
successfully in many other studies to investigate protein evolution (25, 26)
In this dissertation, I will discuss my efforts to elucidate the molecular evolution of
the Dlg family GK domain from a hypothesized guanylate kinase ancestor using vertical
evolutionary analysis by way of ancestral protein reconstruction. The following chapters
will overview both the establishment of GK domain ancestral protein reconstruction, initial
functional characterization and the identification of key historical residues partially
responsible for the evolution from an ancient guanylate kinase ancestor to that of a proteinbinding GK domain like protein.
The following chapter contains co-authored material authored by myself and
collaborator Arielle Woznica (King lab, UC Berkeley), who performed spindle orientation
cell culture experiments in the choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta.
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CHAPTER II
EVOLUTION OF A PROTEIN FUNCTION REQUIRED FOR ORGANIZED
MULTICELLULARITY IN ANIMALS

This chapter contains co-authored material. Arielle Woznica (King lab, UC Berkeley )
performed choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta spindle orientation experiments (Figure
9D) only.

Introduction
The evolution of organized multicellular animals from single-celled ancestors was
one of the most important transitions in the history of life (27,28), but the genetic and
molecular mechanisms for this transition are poorly understood. To form tissues and
differentiate cell types, the mitotic spindle must be spatially oriented during cell division
(29), a process mediated by the GK protein interaction domain (GKPID), a scaffolding
domain that links microtubular motor proteins to the cell cortex during mitosis (17). Here
we elucidate the ancient mechanisms by which these functions evolved by combining
ancestral protein reconstruction with in vitro and cell-biological molecular experiments.
We found that the GKPID’s capacity to serve as a spindle-orienting scaffold evolved by
duplication and divergence of an ancient guanylate kinase enzyme, before the divergence
of animals and choanoflagellates and therefore before the advent of true multicellularity.
Re-introducing a single historical substitution into the ancestral guanylate kinase is
sufficient to abolish the ancestral enzyme activity, confer the derived scaffolding function,
and establish the capacity to mediate spindle orientation in cultured cells. This substitution
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appears to have revealed a latent protein-binding site, rather than constructing a novel
interaction interface, apparently by altering the dynamics or conformational occupancy of a
hinge region that determines whether the binding site is exposed or hidden. These findings
show how a simple, ancient genetic change caused the evolution of a novel molecular
function crucial for the evolution of complex animals.
The advent of organized multicellular animals – organisms composed of
differentiated cell types spatially organized into tissues – is one of the most important but
least understood transition in the history of life (30,31). Phylogenetic analyses have
established that many protein families now involved in cell adhesion, signal transduction,
and differentiation first appeared in genomes before the evolution of true multicellularity
(32-35). Virtually nothing is known, however, concerning the molecular mechanisms by
which these proteins’ functions evolved. These events happened in the very deep past, so
horizontal comparisons between extant species cannot reveal the historical changes in
protein sequence, function, or biophysical properties that caused them. Vertical
evolutionary analysis using ancestral protein reconstruction (APR) – phylogenetic
inference of ancestral sequences followed by gene synthesis, genetic manipulation, and
experimental characterization – has proven to be an effective strategy for answering these
questions (25,26). Here we apply APR to dissect the mechanisms for the evolution of a new
protein function crucial to the emergence of tissue differentiation and organization in
animals.
Spindle orientation is essential for organized multicellularity. To generate and
maintain tissues, the plane in which cells divide must be coordinated by orienting the
mitotic spindle relative to surrounding cells (36,18) Cells that orient the mitotic spindle
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parallel to the epithelial plane, for example, expand the tissue; those that orient it
orthogonally to the plane escape the epithelium, as in epithelial to mesenchymal transitions
during development (17,18,36) Spindle orientation is also necessary for differentiation of
many cell types, because it allows the dividing cell to segregate fate determinants
asymmetrically among its daughters (18,37,38) Robust positioning of the mitotic spindle
in animals is mediated by the scaffolding activity of the protein Discs large (Dlg), a
multidomain protein that uses its GKPID to bind to the Partner of Inscuteable (Pins) protein - which is specifically localized in the cell cortex -- and to microtubule-associated motor
proteins, such as KHC-73 (Fig. 6A, refs. 16,17,39). Compromising Dlg’s GKPID or other
components of the Dlg-Pins-KHC73 complex leads to impaired spindle orientation, defects
in cell polarity and differentiation, tumorigenesis, and developmental abnormalities,
including epithelial and neuronal neoplasia and other failures of tissue organization
(17,36,39-42)
Little is known concerning the evolution of spindle orientation or of Dlg’s spindleorienting functions. Dlg is a member of a larger family of membrane-associated
multidomain proteins, all of which contain a GKPID and which mediate protein-protein
interactions important to cell adhesion, neural synapse organization, spindle orientation,
and other functions (4). The GKPID is found only in metazoa and choanoflagellates (23),
but it shares strong sequence and structural homology with the guanylate kinase (gk)
enzymes, which are common to all life on earth and which regulate nucleotide homeostasis
by catalyzing the transfer of phosphate groups from ATP to GMP (8). These observations
suggest that the GKPID of Dlg and related proteins may have evolved from an ancient gk
enzyme, at some time near the base of metazoans. Understanding the evolution of the
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GKPID’s scaffolding/spindle orientation functions is therefore important for understanding
the evolution of animal complexity. It also serves as a model for the evolution of entirely
new molecular functions; most studies of protein evolution to date have focused on more
subtle shifts in function, such as changes in relative ligand preference, in allosteric
regulation, or in quantitative measures of activity (26). To reveal how the GKPID’s novel
scaffolding/spindle-orienting functions evolved, we used APR to reconstruct the sequences
of ancestral members of the protein family that contains the gk enzymes and GKPIDs, trace
their functional evolution through time, and dissect the genetic and biophysical
mechanisms that mediated the evolution of the GKPID’s new functions.
Results
We first inferred the phylogeny of the gk enzyme/GKPID protein family using
maximum likelihood phylogenetics and the amino acid sequences of 224 family members
(Fig. 5 for full phylogeny; Fig6B). The tree was rooted using bacterial gk enzymes – the
only family members present in prokaryotes – as an outgroup. All the GKPIDs of animals
cluster together as a monophyletic group, with the gk enzymes forming a paraphyletic set
of basal lineages. Dlg and related proteins comprise one of two major groups within the
clade of GKPIDs. Like animals, choanoflagellate and filasterean species – the two
unicellular taxa most closely related to Metazoa – contain a gk enzyme and a GKPID, and
the latter proteins occupy a well-supported basal position sister to the metazoan Dlgcontaining clade. This topology indicates that the GKPID was generated by duplication of an
ancient gk enzyme before the last common ancestor of Filozoa
(animals+choanoflagellates+filasterea) but after the split of Filozoa from the lineage
leading to fungi and related protists, which contain no GKPIDs. Further gene duplications
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within the animals produced the numerous proteins that now contain GKPIDs (Fig. 6B, ref.
23).
To understand how and when the scaffolding and spindle-orienting functions of the
GKPID evolved, we used maximum likelihood phylogenetics to reconstruct ancestral
sequences at critical nodes on the tree. We focused on two key ancestral nodes: AncGK1PID, which represents the last common ancestral protein from which all GKPIDs in
Filozoa descend, and Anc-gkdup, which existed just before the gene duplication that split the
gk enzymes from the GKPIDs. Anc-gkdup was reconstructed with strong confidence (mean
posterior probability per site 0.94, with only 20 ambiguously reconstructed sites, defined as
having a second plausible reconstruction with PP > 0.20); Anc-GK1PID was reconstructed
with lower confidence (mean PP = 0.77, and 51 ambiguous sites, see Fig. 7A-B and
Appendix Figures A1 and A2). Anc-gkdup was most similar in sequence to extant gk
enzymes, and Anc-GK1PID and was more similar to the GKPIDs than to any gk enzyme (see
Figure 7C). This pattern, together with the nested phylogenetic position of the GKPIDs
relative to gk enzymes, led us to hypothesize that that the functional transition from
enzyme activity to protein-binding/spindle orienting functions occurred during the ancient
interval between Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID.

_____________________________________________________
Figure 5 (next page). Complete phylogeny of 224 guanylate kinase enzyme and GKPIDs.
Nodes are labeled with approximate likelihood ratio supports, and branch lengths are in
substitutions per site (see scale bar). The tree is rooted on the bacterial GK enzymes. See
Appendix Figure A3 for species and accessions used. Major paralogs in the GKPID family,
with the number of sequences included in each, are labeled.
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To test this hypothesis experimentally, we synthesized DNA sequences coding for
the inferred sequences of these two proteins, expressed and purified them, and
characterized their functions by 1) measuring guanylate kinase activity using an in vitro
coupled-enzyme assay to track production of ADP from ATP, 2) assessing affinity for a
labeled Pins peptide using fluorescence anisotropy assays, and 3) characterizing spindleorienting function using an assay of mitotic spindle geometry in cultured cells transfected
with a GK domain of interest. In the latter assay, Drosophila S2 cells are transfected with
Pins fused to the cell-adhesion protein Echinoid, which causes a crescent of Pins to localize
at the area of contact between adjacent cells; if the GKPID from a functional Dlg-like
protein is cotransfected, GK’s interaction with Pins causes the spindle to align during
mitosis at a right angle to the crescent, along the axis between the two cells.4
As predicted, we found that the progenitor Anc-gkdup protein is an active guanylate
kinase enzyme, with a Michaelis constant (Km) comparable to that of the human enzyme,
albeit with a slower kcat (Fig. 5C). Anc-gkdup displayed no Pins binding and did not orient
the mitotic spindle in living cells (Fig. 5D,G). In contrast, its descendant Anc-GK1PID had
no detectable guanylate kinase activity, but it bound Pins with moderate affinity and was
highly effective in orienting the mitotic spindle in cell culture (Figs. 5C, 1D, 1H).
Corroborating this finding, we also reconstructed Anc-GK2PID – the more recent progenitor
of all Dlg proteins in metazoans – and found that it too orients the mitotic spindle and binds
Pins with high affinity (Figure 8).
To determine whether these results are robust to uncertainty about the inferred
ancestral sequence, we synthesized alternate versions of both Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID
that contained all plausible alternative amino acid states (defined as those with posterior
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probability > 0.20). These sequences contain more differences from the ML reconstruction
than the expected number of errors in the ML sequence and represent the far edge of the
cloud of plausible ancestral reconstructions (see Appendix Figures A1 and A2). When
tested experimentally, the alternative version of Anc-gkdup, like the ML reconstruction, was
an active gk enzyme that did not bind Pins; the alternative Anc-GK1PID bound Pins, as did
the ML sequence. These results indicate that the inferred trajectory of functional evolution
and the phylogenetic interval during which protein scaffolding activity first evolved are
both robust to statistical uncertainty about the precise ancestral sequences ( Figure 7D-E).
__________________________________________________________________
Figure 6 (next page). The mitotic spindle-orienting GK protein interaction domain
evolved from guanylate kinase (gk) enzymes. A) The GKPID of the protein Discs-large
(Dlg, blue) serves as a scaffold for spindle orientation by physically linking the localized
cortical protein Pins (green) to astral microtubules (red) via the motor protein KHC-73
(black). B) Reduced phylogeny of the protein family containing gk enzymes (brown) and
protein-binding GKPIDs (blue). Parentheses show the number of sequences in each clade.
Reconstructed proteins Anc-gkdup (the pre-duplication ancestor of gk enzymes and GKPIDs
in animals/choanoflagellates), Anc-GK1PID and Anc-GK2PID (the GKPID in the common
ancestor of animals and choanoflagellates, and of animals, respectively) are marked as
circles with approximate likelihood ratio support. Scale bar indicates number of
substitutions per site. For unreduced phylogeny, see Figure 5. C) Anc-gkdup (circles) is an
active nucleotide kinase in a coupled enzyme assay for the reaction shown; Anc-GK1PID
(boxes) is inactive. Activity of the human gk enzyme (triangles) is shown for reference.
Error bars shown are SEM for three replicates. D) The more recent ancestral protein AncGK1PID (triangles) binds a 20 amino-acid peptide (see box) from the Pins protein in a
fluorescent anisotropy assay, but Anc-gkdup (boxes) does not. Pins binding by the GKPID of
the D. melanogaster Dlg protein is shown for reference. Error bars are SEM for three
replicates. E-H) Evolution of spindle orientation function as assayed in cultured S2 cells
that do not express endogenous Dlg protein. Cells were transfected with a putative spindleorienting protein and scored for the alignment of the mitotic spindle (red, tubulin,
visualized immunocytochemically) relative to the Pins cortical crescent (green, a GFPtagged Pins-Ecd fusion). In the images (left), two cells are shown, the bottom one of which
is dividing. The angle of the mitotic spindle (from 0°, precisely aligned, to 90°) was
recorded in many dividing cells; the radial histogram (right) shows the distribution of
observed angles among all cells scored with a given genotype. Cells with no transfected
GK domain (E, negative control) or with anc-gkdup (G) do not mediate spindle orientation.
Cells transfected with the GKPID of D. melanogaster Dlg (F, positive control) or with AncGK1PID (H) display robust spindle orientation.
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Figure 7 (next page). Characteristics and robustness of maximum likelihood
reconstructions of Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID. A,B) The histogram shows the distribution
over sites of posterior probability support for maximum likelihood amino acid states (see
Appendix Tables A1 and A2 for full sequences and support). C) Sequence similarity of
ancestral sequences to extant gk enzymes and GKPIDs. The table shows the percent of
identical residues between each pair of sequences. D,E) Robustness of functional
inferences about ancestral proteins to uncertainty about the sequence reconstruction. For
both Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID, alternate reconstructions (Alt-All) were synthesized
which contains the next-best amino acid state at all sites with multiple plausible states,
defined as having PP>0.2. The enzyme activity of Anc-gkdup in a coupled enzymatic assay
for cofactor turnover (panel D) and the Pins-binding activity of Anc-GK1PID (panel E) in a
fluorescence anisotropy assay are shown for both maximum likelihood and Alt-All
reconstructions. Affinities and maximal velocities differ quantitatively, but the
presence/absence of each property is robust to incorporation of uncertainty about the
ancestral sequence.
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Taken together, these findings indicate that the capacity of the GKPID to bind Pins
and orient the mitotic spindle arose before the divergence of choanoflagellates and before
the advent of metazoans. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that the emergence of
the GKPID’s derived functions was an important step in the evolution of animal complexity.
To understand whether other components of the spindle orientation machinery were also
present at this time, we searched the genome of Salpingoeca rosetta, a choanoflagellate that
forms spatially organized circular colonies of cells (43).
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Figure 8. Properties of ancestral protein Anc-GK2PID. A) Distribution of posterior
probabilities for maximum likelihood amino acid inferences over sites. Average posterior
probability = 0.87. B) Anc-GK2PID (squares) binds the Pins peptide ligand with high
affinity in a fluorescence anisotropy assay. Binding by the D. melanogaster Dlg GKPID is
shown for comparison (circles). Error bars are standard error of the mean of three
replicates. C) Anc-GKdom2 is capable of orienting the mitotic spindle similar to extant
controls (see Fig 5F).

We found that S. rosetta contains genes for Dlg, Pins and KHC-73-like proteins with
similar sequences and domain structures (Fig. 9A). The Pins-like protein contains a
recognizable but not strictly conserved version of the canonical Dlg binding motif found in
Bilateria; the phosphorylated residue S436, which serves as a negatively charged anchor on
Pins for binding to the Dlg GKPID in metazoans, is a negatively charged phosphomimic
glutamic acid in S. rosetta (Fig. 9B). We expressed and characterized the GKPID of the S.
rosetta Dlg-like protein in vitro and found that it is capable of binding metazoan Pins
peptides with moderate affinity (Fig 9C), corroborating our observation with the
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reconstructed Anc-GK1PID that Pins-binding capacity originated before the common
ancestor of metazoa and choanoflagellates. The key genes whose products direct
positioning of the mitotic spindle in extant animals are therefore older than the last
common ancestor of animals and choanoflagellates. We also analyzed spindle orientation
in dividing S. rosetta colonial cells and found that they orient their mitotic spindles in the
plane of the colony (Fig. 9E) and in relation to the position of the flagellum. Taken
together, these data suggest that mitotic spindle orientation itself is likely to have originated
before the last common ancestor of animals and choanoflagellates.
_____________________________________________________________
Figure 9 (next page). Choanoflagellates possess spindle orientation machinary. A) The
choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta genome encodes orthologs of human spindle
orientation genes, including Dlg, Pins, and KHC-73. The domain architecture of each
protein is shown, as inferred using the SMART database. Each pair of proteins is a
reciprocal best-hit between the two species’ genomes using BLAST. Small purple
rectangles, low complexity regions. B) Aligned sequences from the linker portion of Pins
(see panel A), which binds to Dlg. Colors highlight identical or biochemically conservative
residues. Asterisk, phosphorylated or negatively charged residue 436, which anchors Dlg
binding. For complete species names and accessions, see Supplementary Information Table
3. C) The purified GKPID from the choanoflagellate Dlg ortholog (squares) binds
fluorescently labeled D. melanogaster Pins. Binding by Anc-GK1PID (circles) and lack of
binding by Anc-gkdup (triangles) are shown for comparison. Error bars, SEM for three
replicates. D) Cells from the colonial choanoflagellate S. rosetta orient their mitotic
spindles. The image (top) shows one representative colony; the cell at bottom center is
mitotic, as evidenced by condensed DNA (blue, DAPI) without a defined nuclear envelope
(green, visualized using anti-nuclear pore complex). Red, mitotic spindle visualized using
anti-tubulin. The angle of the mitotic spindle (solid white line) was measured relative to a
line perpendicular to the plane of the colony extending through the colony’s center (dashed
line). The histogram shows the distribution of spindle angles among all dividing S. rosetta
cells measured, with 90° representing perfect alignment relative to the colony ring.
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We next sought to identify the genetic causes for the shift in function from enzyme
to spindle-orienting scaffold protein. Seventy-one amino acid substitutions occurred during
the interval between Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID. To identify functionally causal
substitutions, we relied on both structure-function information and the phylogenetic pattern
of sequence conservation and divergence. Extant gk enzymes contain two nucleotide
binding lobes connected by a flexible hinge region around a central catalytic core (Fig.
10A). In crystal structures of gk enzyme in the absence of nucleotide substrate, the binding
lobes are separated from each other in an open conformation (44). Upon nucleotide
binding, the lobes move inwards and occupy a closed conformation, bringing GMP and its
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co-substrate ATP together and allowing catalysis to occur (45). In contrast, the GKPID
remains constitutively in the open conformation, and Pins – which is considerably larger
than the enzyme’s nucleotide ligands – binds to the exposed surface of the guanylatebinding lobe (12). (Fig. 10A) We reasoned that the substitutions that caused the functional
transition from enzyme to scaffold might have affected residues that constitute the
guanylate/Pins binding interface itself or, alternatively, residues in the hinge that determine
the orientation of the lobes relative to each other and therefore affect the size and geometry
of the cleft in which the ligands bind.

____________________________________________________________
Figure 10 (next page). One historical substitution in the hinge is sufficient to convert a
guanylate kinase to a spindle-orienting GKPID. A) The common structural architecture of
all gk/GKPID family members consists of a catalytic core, two binding lobes (the GMPbinding domain, GBD, shown in dark hue, and the ATP-binding lid), and a flexible hinge
region, which connects the GBD to the core and comprises two segments of contiguous
residues (magenta). Left: in gk enzymes bound to GMP (red spheres), the lobes adopt a
closed conformation, bringing GMP and ATP (cyan spheres) adjacent to each other in the
core. Right: the GKPID has an open conformation; Pins (green spheres) binds to the surface
of the GBD in the open cleft between the two binding lobes. Structures shown are mouse
gk enzyme (brown, PDB 1LVG) and the GKPID from rat Dlg1 (blue, 3UAT). B) Most
residues in Anc-GK1PID that bind Pins (blue boxes) are unchanged from the homologous
residues in Anc-gkdup. White surface, d. melanogaster Dlg-GKPID surface (3TVT ).
Green, Pins peptide. Residues with historical substitutions between the two ancestral
proteins are outlined. C) In the hinge region, two historical substitutions (outlined and
colored) were conserved in the ancestral state in extant enzymes and a different state in
extant GKPIDs. Colored bars above the sequence indicate position in the protein structure
(right). Hinge segments are shown in pink and the GMP-binding lobe in gray. D,E)
Introducing historical substitution s36P into Anc-gkdup abolishes guanylate kinase activity
(D) and confers binding to fluorescently labeled Pins (E). Nearby substitution f33S confers
binding but does not abolish enzyme activity. Error bars are SEM of 3 replicates.
Substitutions in the binding interface do not recapitulate the evolution of Pins binding and
the loss of gk activity (Fig. 11). F). Introducing s36P into Anc-gkdup confers full capacity to
drive orientation of the mitotic spindle (compare Fig. 6).
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In these regions of the protein, only five amino acid changes occurred between
Anc-gkdup and Anc-GK1PID that are conserved among descendant GKPIDs (Fig. 10B, C).
To test these substitutions’ functional importance, we introduced the derived states
individually into Anc-gkdup and characterized their effects on guanylate kinase activity,
Pins binding, and spindle orientation. We found that substitution s36P was sufficient to
nearly abolish the catalytic activity of Anc-gkdup and to establish moderate-affinity Pins
binding (Figs. 10D,E; lower and upper case residue symbols denote ancestral and derived
states, respectively). Remarkably, this single substitution was also sufficient to confer on
Anc-gkdup the capacity to robustly mediate spindle orientation in cultured cells (Fig. 10F).
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Substitution f33S, also in the hinge, had similar but weaker functional effects, conferring
Pins binding and decreasing but not abolishing enzyme activity; combining f33S with
s36P, however, did not further recapitulate the change in function beyond that caused by
s36P alone (Fig. 10D,E; Fig 11A). Substitutions s34C, a73G and f75Y caused minor
reductions in enzyme activity but did not confer strong Pins-binding. (Figure 11B-E).
These data indicate that the single historical substitution s36P is sufficient to recapitulate
the major functional transitions that occurred during the evolution of the GKPID – loss of
guanylate kinase activity, gain of a substantial portion of the Pins affinity observed in
extant Dlg proteins, and acquisition of the capacity to orient the mitotic spindle in extant
animal cells.
Discussion
How could a single amino acid change have caused this entirely new function to emerge?
Substitution s36P does not appear to have constructed a new binding site for Pins, because
the residues that compose the Pins-binding surface are almost entirely conserved from Ancgkdup to Anc-GK1PID (Figs. 10B), and the structure of the binding lobe is almost identical
between the crystal structures of extant GKPIDs, gk apo-enzymes, and a gk apo-enzyme
containing mutation S36P (Fig. 13B, ref. 8). Indeed, the surface that the GKPID uses to bind
Pins appears to represent a fortuitous redeployment of the gk enzyme’s binding site for
GMP, along with some adjacent surface (Fig. 13A, ref.45). The enzyme anchors GMP’s
phosphate group with hydrogen bonds to four clustered residues that form a positively
charged pocket (R40, R43, Y80, Y82); in the GKPID, these residues are conserved and form
hydrogen bonds with the phosphate group of Pins’ phospho-serine 436.
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Figure 11. Introducing additional historical substitutions into AncGKdup does not confer
GKPID-like function. A) Combining hinge substitutions f33S with s36P in Anc-gkdup
(squares) does not further improve Pins affinity compared to Anc-gkdup-s36P in a
fluorescence anisotropy assay with labeled Pins peptide ligand. B) The hinge substitution
s34C (purple) does not abolish guanylate kinase activity in a coupled enzyme activity
assay; Anc-gkdup is shown for comparison. C) s34C (purple) does not confer substantial
Pins-binding affinity on Anc-gkdup. Pins-binding activity relative to s36P (orange) in a
fluorescence anisotropy assay. D,E). Anc-GK1PID Pins interface substitutions a73G and
f75Y reduce gunaylate kinase enzyme activity (D) but do not confer Pins binding (E) when
introduced into Anc-gkdup. Error bars are standard error of the mean with three replicates.
At the other end of GMP, a hydrophobic groove in the enzyme makes van der Waals
contacts to GMP’s guanosine hydrophobic ring, and the same groove on the GKPID binds to
a series of hydrophobic side chains on Pins. The GKPID also makes further hydrophobic
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contacts to Pins in the groove beyond the GMP binding site, and there are just two
additional hydrogen bonds, both from backbone atoms on Pins to polar residues on the
GKPID surface that were solvent-exposed in the enzyme. Thus, the binding surface for both
GMP and Pins has a relatively simple structure and surface properties, with specificity
established largely by the positively charged pocket on one end and the size and position of
the hydrophobic groove; Pins shares with GMP the crucial surface properties to be
accommodated by the same interface on the protein.
The binding surface for Pins therefore appears to have been present in latent form
in the Anc-gkdup enzyme. How then did s36P confer Pins binding? Several lines of
evidence suggest that this substitution is likely to have altered the protein’s dynamics
and/or increased the relative occupancy of a conformation in which the latent binding site is
exposed for peptide binding. First, residue 36 is located where the hinge joins the GMPbinding lobe (Figs. 10B, C, Fig 12A). This hinge is known to mediate the dynamic
opening/closing of the binding lobes relative to each other (ref. 44, Fig. 10A). Second, the
degree to which the domain is open or closed appears to be essential for function. In gk
enzymes, closing is critical for catalysis, because it brings the nucleotide substrates close
together in the protected active site 30; in GKPIDs, however, open conformations appear to
be required for Pins binding, because the Pins peptide is significantly larger and is therefore
predicted to sterically clash with the GKPID when its lobes are close together.
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Figure 12. Structural context of key historical mutations. A) Location of historical hinge
substitutions s36P and f33S. A. Residues Pro36 (orange) and Ser33 (purple) are shown on
the crystal structure of the GKPID from rat Dlg (3UAT, white surface). Pins peptide ligand
is shown in green. B, C). Similarity of GMP binding site in extant guanylate kinase
enzyme to Pins binding site in extant GKPID. The guanylate binding domains (GBDs) of
yeast gk enzyme (PDB 1GKY, panel B) and of rat Dlg GKPID (PDB 3UAT, panel C) is
shown as white surface, with all side chains that contact either GMP or Pins as yellow
sticks. Pink sticks show GMP; green ribbon shows Pins backbone, with the side chains of
all Pins residues that contact the GKPID protein shown as sticks. The phosphate group on
GMP and on Pins residue S436 are indicated. Black dotted lines, protein-ligand hydrogen
bonds. Key substitution s36P is highlighted in pink.

Thirdly, substituting a proline would restrict backbone dihedral angles in the hinge,
possibly altering the dynamics of the hinge and/or the distribution of conformations it
occupies. Introducing a proline at residue 36 into extant gk enzymes has been shown to
impede the GMP-induced closing motion, abolish enzyme activity, and to confer Pins
binding (22). Because the effects of mutation s36P on the function of the ancestral gk
enzyme are nearly identical to those it has on the extant enzyme, it is likely that similar
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biophysical mechanisms pertain in the two proteins. Finally, mutations in extant and
ancestral gk enzymes at other hinge residues 32 and 33, which make no direct contacts to
the ligand, also reduce enzyme activity and confer Pins binding and/or spindle orientation,
and the mutation at residue 32 has been shown to impede conformational closing,
supporting a causal link between these phenomena (Figs. 10D-E, ref. 22).
We therefore propose that substitution s36P conferred the novel scaffolding
function of the GKPID by restricting the ancestral enzyme’s dynamic hinge motions and/or
changing its occupancy of conformations with high affinity for Pins (Fig. 13D). By
impeding GMP-induced closing, this substitution would have inhibited enzyme activity.
Further, by changing the protein’s dynamics or increasing the probability that it would
occupy open conformations in which the latent peptide-binding interface is revealed, s36P
would have conferred moderate affinity for Pins and spindle-orientation capacity, just as
we observed. This scenario is consistent with recent findings that changes in
conformational occupancy may play an important role in the evolution of protein function
(46,47). Subsequent substitutions apparently fine-tuned Pins-binding affinity, yielding the
higher-affinity Anc-GK1PID and Anc-GK2PID. In addition to its likely effects on
conformational occupancy and/or dynamics, Pro36 makes van der Waals contact to the
Pins ligand (Fig. 12A), so it is possible that s36P may also have contributed to optimizing
the latent Pins binding interface itself.

Our findings shed light on the timing and mechanisms by which the proteins that
control animal spindle orientation evolved, and they have implications for of the evolution
of organized multicellularity more generally. Our experiments establish that Anc-GK1PID –
which predates the ancestor of choanoflagellates and animals – could bind Pins and
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mediate spindle orientation in animal cells, implying that it also had the capacity to bind
other components of the spindle orientation machinery that are anchored by Dlg

__________________________________________________________________
Figure 13 (next page). Evolution of GKPID’s new function by unveiling a latent proteinbinding site. A) The binding surface for Pins in GKPIDs is derived from the GMP-binding
surface of gk enzymes. Homology models of Anc-gkdup (left) and Anc-GK1PID (right) are
shown as white surface, with all side chains that contact either GMP or Pins as yellow
sticks. Pink sticks show GMP; green ribbon shows Pins backbone, with the side chains of
all Pins residues that contact the GK protein shown as sticks. The phosphate group on
GMP and on Pins residue S436 are indicated. Black dotted lines, protein-ligand hydrogen
bonds. Key substitution s36P is highlighted in pink. The binding mode of extant enzymes
and domains supports the same conclusion (see Figure 12). B) The structure of the hinge
and GMP/Pins-binding lobes is conserved between the Pins-bound GKPID (blue, rat Dlg,
3UAT), the apo-gk enzyme (brown, S. cerevisiae guanylate kinase 1EX6), and the apo-gks36P mutant (gray, 4F4J), all in the open conformation. C) Summary of the evolution of
GKPID’s spindle orientation capability. Major clades on the phylogeny of metazoans and
closely related taxa are indicated; small rectangles mark the origin of shared derived
characters related to organized multicellularity. Inset, evolution of the GKPID (blue) after
duplication of an ancestral gk enzyme (brown) during the interval marked by the open
rectangle. Substitution s36P was sufficient to abolish enzyme activity, confer binding to
Pins peptide (green), and confer the capacity to mediate spindle orientation (schematic of
cell at left).
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in extant metazoans. These results indicate that the capacity of the GKPID to carry out the
molecular functions related to spindle orientation existed before the advent of organized
multicellularity. We observed that animals and choanoflagellates both display some form
of spindle orientation; although the mechanism in the latter taxon is unknown, orthologs of
Dlg, Pins and KHC-73 are present in both taxa, suggesting that spindle orientation itself
also predates the choanoflagellate/metazoan ancestor and the evolution of organized
multicellularity per se. These genes all appeared by duplication and divergence during the
long interval between the ancient last common ancestor of Fungi and Metazoa and the
choanoflagellate/metazoan ancestor, so the precise order in which they evolved cannot be
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resolved by current data. It is therefore unclear whether the single s36P mutation served as
a “final trigger” in the evolution of spindle orientation or an intermediate event that
conferred on Anc-GK1PID the capacity to serve as a scaffold for partners that had not yet
evolved their spindle-orienting forms. In either case, our results indicate that a very simple
genetic change was sufficient to cause a key molecular prerequisite for organized
multicellularity to evolve. Such a radical evolutionary shift was possible because the
mutation had only to reveal a previously hidden surface that had the fortuitous capacity to
mediate molecular interactions now indispensable for the complexity of all multicellular
animals.
Methods
Phylogenetics, ancestral protein reconstruction, expression, and homology modeling.
Annotated protein sequences for 224 guanylate kinases and GKPIDs were downloaded from
UniPROTKB/TrEMBL, GenBank, the JGI genome browser, and Ensemble databases.
Amino acid sequences were aligned using MUSCLE (51) followed by manual curation and
removal of lineage-specific indels. For species and accessions used, see Supplementary
Table S3. Guanylate kinase sequences were trimmed to include only the active gk domain
predicted by the Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (SMART) (52). The
phylogeny was inferred by maximum likelihood using PhyML v2.4.5 (53) and the WAG
model with gamma-distributed rate variation and empirical state frequencies, which was
selected using ProtTest software and the AIC criterion. Statistical support for each node
was evaluated by obtaining the approximate likelihood ratio (the likelihood of the best tree
with the node divided by the likelihood of the best tree without the node) and the chisquared confidence statistic derived from that ratio (54). Ancestral protein sequences and
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their posterior probability distributions were inferred by the maximum likelihood/empirical
Bayes method (55), assuming the ML phylogeny and the best-fit model, using PAML
v3.13 and Lazarus software (56) . Average probabilities were calculated across all GK sites
except those containing indels. Plausible alternative non-ML states were defined as those
with posterior probability >0.20. Alternate ancestral sequences at each node contained all
plausible alternative non-ML residues in a single protein.

Coding sequences for ancestral proteins were inferred assuming E. coli codon bias,
synthesized (Genscript), and inserted into pBH plasmid vector with a hexa-His tag for E.
coli expression at 20 °C. Protein purification was carried out using sequential NiNTA
affinity, anion exchange, and size-exclusion chromatographies. All proteins eluted as
predicted monomers from the size-exclusion column at purity >95% by Coomassie staining
of an SDS-PAGE gel. Proteins were concentrated using Vivaspin concentrators (SigmaAldrich), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C in buffer (20 mM Tris, pH
7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT).
Homology modeling was performed with SWISS-MODEL structure homology tool,
(http://swissmodel.expasy.org/). 1GKY was used as the template for Anc-gkdup and 3UAT
for Anc-GK1PID.

Protein binding fluorescence anisotropy assay. Binding of D. melanogaster Pins was
assayed by fluorescence anisotropy on a Tecan Sapphire plate reader equipped with
automatic polarizers using default settings for anisotropy assays. A FITC-labeled peptide
(GVRVRRQ(pS)MEQLDLIKITPD, Genscript) of the fly Pins-Linker peptide (0.25 µM)
was incubated with increasing concentrations of GK protein in phospho-buffered saline
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solution with 1mM DTT. A one-site binding model was used to fit the data and infer
binding affinity in Graphpad Prism.

Spindle Orientation Assays. Maintenance of S2 cells, construction of expression
plasmids, and cell-adhesion/spindle orientation assays were performed as detailed
previously (17). S2 cells were transfected with constructs for FLAG- or HA-tagged GK
protein and for Pins-GFP-Echinoid fusion protein, using Effectene reagent (Qiagen) with
0.4–1 μg total DNA for 24–48 h. Endogenous Dlg and Aurora A were knocked down
using RNAi: transfected cells were incubated for 1 h in serum-free media containing
approximately 1 μg RNAi followed by 72 h in normal growth media. Protein expression
was then induced by adding 500 μM CuSO4 for 24 h. Cell-adhesion clustering was induced
by constant rotation at approximately 175 rpm for 1–3 h. Pins fusion protein was visualized
by fluorescence (excitation 488 nm, emission 509 nm). Mitotic spindles were visualized
using rat anti-tubulin (Abcam 1:500) and goat anti-rat conjugated to Alexa 555 (Life
Technologies, 1:500). In addition, GK was visualized using mouse anti-FLAG or anti-HA
(Sigma 1:500) and chicken anti-mouse:Alexa 647 (Life Technologies 1:200); histones were
visualized using rabbit antiphospho-histone3 (Upstate 1:8000) and donkey antirabbit:Alexa 488 (Life Technologies, 1:500). For immunostaining, clustered cells were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, washed, and incubated with primary antibodies
overnight at 4 °C in buffer (0.01% saponin plus 0.1% albumin diluted in phosphatebuffered saline). Slides were subsequently washed and fluorescently linked secondary
antibodies were added for 2 h at room temperature. Finally, slides were again washed and
mounted using Vectashield Hardset medium (Vector Laboratories). All images were
collected using a Biorad Radiance 2100 confocal microscope with a 1.4NA 60X objective .
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The spindle angles were measured for ~20 cells for each condition and displayed in a
radial histogram.
Guanylate kinase activity assay. We used a coupled enzyme assay, as described
previously (57), which quantifies release of ADP as the guanylate kinase-catalyzed reaction
proceeds by coupling it to pyruvate kinase- and lactate dehydrogenase-catalyzed reactions
and measuring the consequent oxidation of NADH by following the decrease in absorbance
at 340 nm, measured on a Tecan Safire plate reader. Guanylate kinase enzyme was at 50200 nM in assay buffer (100 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM
sodium phosphoenolpyruvate, 300 mM NADH, 4 mM ATP, and 100 units pyruvate kinase
and 100 units lactate dehydrogenase).Initial GMP concentrations ranged from 500 nM to 1
mM. The reaction was initiated by adding GMP and briefly mixing. Reactions were
carried out at 30 °C and measured 30 times at 15s intervals. Data were analyzed and plotted
using GraphPad Prism assuming Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Reaction rates are plotted as
initial rate of ADP production.

Choanoflagellate culture, spindle orientation assays, and gene ortholog inference.
Growth medium was prepared in artificial sea water and S. rosetta cultures (ATCC 50818)
consisting primarily of chain colonies and slow swimmers were maintained by passaging
2 mL of culture into 18 mL fresh medium every day (58). Rosette colonies were produced
by inoculating S. rosetta chain colonies with Algoriphagus machipongonensis bacteria26.
Log phase S. rosetta cells were treated with 0.33uM Nocodazole (Sigma M1404) for 18
hours at RT. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 2000 x g, and washed 3
times in artificial sea water to remove drug. Cells were allowed to recover for 30, 45, or 60
minutes at RT before fixation. Approximately 0.1 ml of cells were applied to poly-L35

lysine-coated 96-well plates and left to attach for 30 min. Cells were fixed for 5 min with .2
ml 6% acetone, and then for 20 min with .2 ml 4% formaldehyde. Acetone and
formaldehyde were diluted in artificial seawater, pH 8.0. Wells were washed gently four
times with 1 ml washing buffer (100 mM PIPES at pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, and 0.1 mM
MgSO4) and incubated for 30 min in 1 ml blocking buffer (washing buffer with 1% BSA,
0.3% Triton X-100). Cells were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in 0.15 ml
blocking buffer for 1 h, washed four times with .2 ml of blocking buffer, and incubated for
1 hour in the dark with fluorescent secondary antibodies (1:1000 in blocking buffer, Alexa
Fluor 488 goat antimouse, and Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit; Invitrogen). Wells were
washed three times with washing buffer, blocked with .2mL DAPI for 5 minutes, and
washed twice more. The following primary antibodies were used: Mouse monoclonal
antibody against β-tubulin (E7, 1:100; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) and
nuclear pore complexes (1:100, Covance). Images were taken with a 63× oil immersion
objective on a Leica DMI6000 B inverted compound microscope and Leica DFC350 FX
camera.
Choanoflagellates orthologs to metazoan guanylate kinase, Dlg, Pins and KHC-73 proteins
were inferred by using the NCBI BLAST tool using human or drosophila protein sequences
as the query. Candidate ortholog subjects were checked for domain architecture similarity
to the query protein using SMART (52) and then verified with a reciprocal BLAST.
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CHAPTER III
EVOLUTION OF DLG-GK DOMAIN PHOSPHO-SPECIFICITY
Introduction
Within the Dlg family lineage of the MAGUKs a defining phenotype of the GK
domain is its ability to bind phosphorylated protein ligands (13). Although it is currently
unknown if every Dlg family GK domain ligand is phosphorylated, current crystal
structures and genetic evidence point towards the GK domain as a phospho-peptide binder
which excludes the unphosphorylated ligand. Examinations of the physical nature of the
GK domain ligand interactions would suggest that the negatively charged phosphatebinding pocket, derived from the guanylate kinase ancestor’s guanosine binding pocket, are
responsible for this specificity by providing the majority of the binding energy which is
specific to the phosphate (12). Exclusion of this phosphate would exclude this binding
energy would result in the loss of a significant portion of the binding energy resulting in
functionally disparate binding affinities.
The phospho-specific behavior of the Dlg-GK domain has been best characterized
in the GK / Pins interaction involved in spindle orientation (Figure 14). In the Drosophila
melanogaster neuroblast model of spindle orientation, Pins is phosphorylated by the
mitotic kinase Aurora A at residue S436, allowing the formation of the GK/Pins/KHC-73
pathway to form and initiate spindle orientation. Aurora A is only active during mitosis,
allowing Dlg-Pins interaction only during mitosis, conferring cell-cycle specific regulation
to the interaction. This phosphorylation event has been shown to be necessary not just for
robust spindle orientation, but also for the overall development of the larvae. Flies deficient
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in Aurora A or ablation of the Aurora A phosphorylation site on Pins results overproliferation of neuroblasts during development and eventual death of the organism (17).

Figure 14. The Dlg-GK domain is specific to phosphorylated Pins. A. Phosphorylation of
Pins at residue 436 is necessary for the Pins / GK spindle orientation pathway. Lack of
phosphorylation at this residue ablates spindle orientation in cells. B. The GK domain
binding site on Pins is strictly conserved in bilaterally symmetrical organisms with the
Aurora A phosphorylation motif a critical portion of this binding sequence. Phosphorylated
residue 436 is shown with an asterisk.

Further evidence for the importance of phosphorylation in the Pins / GK interaction
can be seen at the sequence level at the GK binding site on Pins itself. Like many protein
kinases, Aurora A possesses a phosphorylation consensus sequence located on the potential
substrate which determines which substrates will be bound and phosphorylated. For Aurora
A, this sequence is R-R/K-X-S/T-β (49) and these residues make up nearly half of the
binding interaction between Pins and GK domain itself (Fig 14 B, ref. 13). Furthermore,
this consensus site itself is strictly conserved throughout all of Bilateria highlighting its
strict importance throughout most of metazoa. Experimental mutation of these residues,
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most specifically the phosphorylatable serine , results in drastically lowered binding
affinity, congruent with the whole-fly experiments discussed previously (17).
Although it is clear that the phosphorylation of Pins and subsequent phosphospecific binding by the GK is present and necessary by most of Metazoa, it remained
unknown exactly when and how the GK domain evolved its specific phospho-ligand
binding ability within the context of the results of the previous chapter. While the previous
study elucidated the origins of Pins binding and spindle orientation capacity, it remained
unclear as to when phospho-specificity was evolved in addition to general spindle
orientation and Pins binding. To answer this question, we sought to assay the ancestors
tested previously again to assay for not just the ability to bind phosphorylated-Pins, but also
an unphosphorylated Pins in order to discover the evolutionary origin of GK domain
phospho-specificity.
The initial characterization of general GK domain protein binding and spindle
orientation from the previous chapter indicated that general Pins binding and spindle
orientation capability first was present in the ancestor to all GK domains, Anc-GK1PID, and
that the affinity for Pins increased to near extant affinities with the more recent ancestor to
all Dlg proteins, Anc-GK2PID. Although we noted reasonably high affinity for
phosphorylated Pins in Anc-GK1PID and Anc-GK2PID, it remained possible that these
proteins retained significant affinity for unphosphorylated Pins as well. We also noted that
the conservation pattern of the Aurora A phosphorylation motif on Pins, which makes up a
large portion of the GK binding site, is conserved most strongly in Bilateria (Figure 14B,
suggesting that phospho-specific GK binding may have evolved much later than the earliest
GK domain, Anc-GK1PID, which predates the choanoflagellate/ Metazoa divergence.
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Phospho-specificity Characterization of Ancestral GK Proteins
To determine when phospho-specific Pins binding evolved in the GK domain, we
screened the major ancestral GK proteins starting from Anc-gkdup onward for the ability to
bind unphosphorylated Pins in the in vitro anisotropy assay as described previously and
testing for mitotic spindle orientation capability in S2 cells either treated with RNAi against
Aurora A or transfecting Pins construct in which the phosphorylated serine is ablated to
unphosphorylatable alanine (S436A). Given that Anc-gkdup did not possess binding activity
or orient the mitotic spindle, we predicted that Anc-gkdup would also not respond to
unphosphorylated Pins and would also not orient the mitotic spindle. As expected, I found
that Anc-gkdup did not orient the spindle with unphosphorylated Pins (Figure 15A). I next
tested derived ancestors AncGK1PID and AncGK2PID for phospho-specificity and found,
somewhat surprisingly, that AncGK1PID did not bind unphosphorylated Pins with any
detectable affinity and did not orient the mitotic spindle in the absence of phosphorylation
while robustly orienting the mitotic spindle in the presence of phosphorylated Pins(Fig
15B-C). The further derived ancestor Anc-GK2PID also did not orient the mitotic spindle
without Pins phosphorylation, and bound unphosphorylated Pins with ~400-fold less
affinity than phospho-Pins (Figure 15C). Taken together, these results suggest that the
ability to bind exclude unphosphorylated Pins interactions evolved concomitantly with Pins
binding in the divergence from Anc-gkdup to Anc-GK1PID .
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Figure 15. Phospho-specificity characterization of GK ancestors by spindle orientation in
cultured Drosophila S2 cells. Top row are conditions in which Pins is phosphorylated
normally by Aurora A kinase, while the bottom row represent conditions in which the
phosphorylatable S436 was removed. (A-A’) The duplicated guanylate kinase ancestor
possess no spindle orientation regardless of Pins phosphorylation state. Derived GK
domain ancestors Anc-GK1PID (B,B’) and Anc-GK2PID (C,C’) orient the spindle only in
the presence Pins phosphorylation.(D-D’) Addition of the hinge s36P substitution to the
Anc-gkdup confers spindle orientation activity regardless of Pins phosphorylation.
Identification of Sufficient Anc-GK1PID Phospho-specificity Residues
I next sought to determine the genetic determinants of phospho-specificity in AncGK1PID. With the results from the previous chapter II in mind, I reasoned the historical
substitution s36P may also confer the ability to discriminate between Pins phospho-states
in addition to conferring general Pins binding by utilizing the pre-built phosphate binding
pocket from Anc-gkdup’s guanosine binding domain. Sequence analysis as well as
homology models of Anc-gkdup indicate a potential in-built phosphorylation recognition
ability by utilizing the residues previously utilized to bind the phosphate of GMP. As the
experiments with s36P appear to expose this latent binding site, I reasoned that Anc-gkdup
s36P may also have a level of phospho-specificity. To investigate this, I next assayed Anc41

gkdup s36P for spindle orientation and Pins binding without phosphorylation. Surprisingly,
we found that Anc-gkdup s36P both oriented the mitotic spindle and bound
unphosphorylated Pins (Figure 15D). Interestingly, Anc-gkdup s36P had nearly the same
affinity as phosphorylated Pins suggesting that there was no level of intrinsic phosphospecificity granted by s36P (Figure 18). This result was rather unexpected in light of the
results from chapter II, given that s36P appears to expose a Pins binding site very similar
observed in extant Pins-GK interactions. From this observation, I reasoned that other
substitutions must be necessary in order to fully exploit the full Pins binding site. Because
the Pins-GK interaction takes place on the GBD subdomain , I reasoned that substitutions
involved in Pins phospho-specificity would be located within the GBD and are possibly
residues that directly contact Pins. Substitutions which met this criteria had been
previously screened for conferral of Pins binding to Anc-gkdup and found to have no effect
(see figure 10B, chapter II). Because these individual substitutions had no individual effect,
I reasoned that these conserved mutations may be “building” upon the activity granted by
s36P and may be involved in a fine-tuning mechanism upon Pins-binding. With this logic I
selected 7 diagnostic substitutions from the GBD to be screened for the conferral of
phospho-specificity upon the more general binding of Anc-gkdup s36P in the context of
mitotic spindle orientation. Because many of these substitutions had been tested previously
and found to have no effect individually, I also reasoned that it was likely there was a group
of substitutions necessary rather than any single one substitution. With this in mind, I
screened for phospho-specificity starting from the entire group of substitutions rather than
single substitutions.
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I found that the seven candidate substitutions when added to s36P conferred a
moderate level of phospho-specificity (Figure 16a) that did not orient the mitotic spindle as
strongly as controls in the phosphorylated condition, but was able to exclude the
unphosphorylated condition like that of extant controls. From this initial result,
combinatorial screening was performed to isolate the minimal number of substitutions
which would orient the spindle in the phosphorylated condition, but would not orient in the
absence of phosphorylation. Interestingly, among the initial group of 7 substitutions, I
found that two specific subgroups of substitutions appeared to have discrete effects,
substitutions which completely ablated spindle orientation in both conditions (Group 1,
Fig.16B) and substitutions which had no effect on phospho-specific spindle orientation (i.e.
oriented the spindle in both phosphorylated and unphosphorylated conditions, Fig. 16C).
Because the group 1 substitutions completely ablated all spindle orientation, we
hypothesized that these substitutions may be excluding the unphosphorylated condition
when in conjunction with other substitutions from the original group of seven. Continued
screening found that three substitutions, k41P, a73G, and f75Y, from these groups was
sufficient to recapitulate complete phospho-specific spindle orientation like that of extant
controls and more robust than that of the original group of 7 candidate substitutions (Figure
17A). Furthermore, we found that these substitutions had no such effect without s36P;
reversion of the hinge proline back to serine resulted in a loss of all spindle orientation
activity regardless of phosphorylation state, suggesting that the substitutions modify the
activity granted by s36P itself (Fig 17B).
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Figure 16. Screening of Anc-GK1PID substitutions in the Anc-gkdup enzyme for conferral
of phospho-specific spindle orientation to the non-specific s36P. Seven candidate
substitutions (A) conferred moderate phospho-specificity, but not to levels of extant
controls (see Fig.6). A subsection of the seven candidates (group 1) ablated all spindle
orientation (B) while an additional group (group 2) had no effect (C). Two substitutions of
group 2 conferred phospho-specific spindle orientation when combined with group 1
substitutions (D). One substitution from group 1 was sufficient to confer phosphospecificity when combined with the mutations from group 2.

Figure 17. Anc-GK1pid minimal phospho-specific substitutions in Anc-gkdup. Substitutions
k41P, a73G and f75Y confer phospho-specific spindle orientation to Anc-gkdup s36P (A)
but have no activity without s36P (B).
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The above results suggested a potential mechanism whereby these residues enhance
that of s36P. We noted that a73G in combination with s36P and group 1 substitutions
ablated spindle orientation activity (Figure 16E) and hypothesized that this loss of spindle
orientation capability may be due to a lowered Pins binding affinity. Furthermore, if the
other substitutions k41P and f75Y possibly increased affinity for phospho-Pins only, the
combined effect would be to exclude unphosphorylated binding while maintaining or
improving phosphorylated binding. To test this hypothesis, we tested the effects of these
substitutions with fluorescence anisotropy to better understand their effects on the GK /
Pins interaction. Surprisingly, I found that the combined substitutions actually weakened
overall phospho-Pins affinity by ~100uM, while weakening unphosphorylated Pins by
~300uM, suggesting these substitutions together preferentially exclude unphosphorylated
interactions while leaving the phosphorylated interaction roughly intact (Table 1). Even
more interesting was the observation that these affinity for phospho-Pins was very weak at
over half a milimolar and yet was still able to orient the mitotic spindle while the
unphosphorylated affinity was unable to do so. From this observation it may be possible
that there is a thresholding effect within spindle orientation assays where affinities can be
tolerated up to some unknown affinity, after which where they no longer function. With
this in mind, the combined substitutions would appear to just barely push unphosphorylated
Pins over this functional threshold, excluding the unphosphorylated interactions. Further
attempts to dissect the molecular effects of these mutations were inconclusive; adding k41P
and f75Y alone moderately improved affinities to both phosphorylated and
unphosphorylated Pins while a73G alone had little effect. While more work remains to be
done to elucidate the epistatic effects and mechanisms by which these substitutions work,
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the functional data and anisotropy data suggest a mechanism by which the
unphosphorylated interaction is preferentially excluded.

Table 1. Table of fluorescence anisotropy results for Anc-gkdup constructs to
phosphorylated and unphosphorylated Pins peptides as described previously. Anc-gkdup
alone does not bind either Pins peptide, but binds peptides with similar affinities upon
addition of s36P. Further addition of phospho-specificity substitutions of k41P,a73G, f75Y
preferentially weaken affinity for unphosphorylated Pins, but are not high affinity like AncGK1PID or the extant drosophila Dlg-GK domain. Each affinity is the mean of three runs
with standard error. N/D – not detected.

While the above substitutions were sufficient to recapitulate phospho-specific
spindle orientation in anc-gkdup, the lack of strong binding affinity next led me to assay
their necessity in the derived ancestor Anc-GK1PID. I used site-directed mutagenesis to
revert these residues from their Anc-GK1PID identities and tested their effects by
fluorescence anisotropy. As predicted, we found that reversion of the substitutions from
Anc-GK1PID identities to Anc-gkdup identities (P39k, G71a, Y73f) drastically reduced
phospho-Pins affinity while increasing affinity for unphosphorylated-Pins (Table 2).
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Reversion of the hinge proline (P34s) to the Anc-gkdup serine identity also reduced
phospho-Pins affinity and raised Pins affinity, and combining all four reversions resulted in
the complete loss of phospho-specificity altogether with equal affinity for either
phosphorylation state. Taken together, I conclude that these substitutions are necessary for
phospho-specificity in the ancestral GK domain, and likely constitute essential residues in
extant GK domain phospho-specificity.

Table 2. Table of fluorescence anisotropy binding results for Anc-GK1PID reversion
experiments. Reversion of the hinge proline to the Anc-gkdup identity drastically reduces
affinities for phosphorylated Pins, while increasing affinity for unphosphorylated Pins.
Reversion of residues identified as phospho-specific in Anc-gkdup identities (see Table 1)
also decreases phosphorylated affinity while increasing unphosphorylated affinity. The
combined loss of the hinge proline and phospho-specificity residues completely removes
all phospho-specificity.

Although the exact functional mechanisms of the above phospho-specificity
substitutions remain to be elucidated, it is clear that they constitute a significant portion of
the GK domain’s phospho-specificity evolution. Our findings that these substitutions may
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function by destabilizing the unphosphorylated interaction while maintaining affinity for
the phosphorylated interaction are in line with other biochemical systems, where removal
of binding affinity of unwanted interactions is found instead of building of high affinity
preferential interactions(45). Indeed, evolution may favor such mechanisms, as the addition
of negative interactions is much easier than addition of highly-specific interactions.

Methods
Protein binding fluorescence anisotropy assay. Binding of D. melanogaster Pins was
assayed by fluorescence anisotropy on a Tecan Sapphire plate reader equipped with
automatic polarizers using default settings for anisotropy assays. Two FITC-labeled
peptides (GVRVRRQ(pS)MEQLDLIKITPD, phosphorylated, and
GVRVRRQSMEQLDLIKITPD, unphosphorylated, Genscript) of the fly Pins-Linker
peptide (0.25 µM) were incubated with increasing concentrations of GK protein in
phospho-buffered saline solution with 1mM DTT. A one-site binding model was used to fit
the data and infer binding affinity in Graphpad Prism.

Spindle Orientation Assays. Maintenance of S2 cells, construction of expression
plasmids, and cell-adhesion/spindle orientation assays were performed as detailed
previously (17). S2 cells were transfected with constructs for FLAG- or HA-tagged GK
protein and for Pins-GFP-Echinoid fusion protein, using Effectene reagent (Qiagen) with
0.4–1 μg total DNA for 24–48 h. Endogenous Dlg and Aurora A were knocked down
using RNAi: transfected cells were incubated for 1 h in serum-free media containing
approximately 1 μg RNAi followed by 72 h in normal growth media. Protein expression
was then induced by adding 500 μM CuSO4 for 24 h. Cell-adhesion clustering was induced
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by constant rotation at approximately 175 rpm for 1–3 h. Pins fusion protein was visualized
by fluorescence (excitation 488 nm, emission 509 nm). Mitotic spindles were visualized
using rat anti-tubulin (Abcam 1:500) and goat anti-rat conjugated to Alexa 555 (Life
Technologies, 1:500). In addition, GK was visualized using mouse anti-FLAG or anti-HA
(Sigma 1:500) and chicken anti-mouse:Alexa 647 (Life Technologies 1:200); histones were
visualized using rabbit antiphospho-histone3 (Upstate 1:8000) and donkey antirabbit:Alexa 488 (Life Technologies, 1:500). For immunostaining, clustered cells were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, washed, and incubated with primary antibodies
overnight at 4 °C in buffer (0.01% saponin plus 0.1% albumin diluted in phosphatebuffered saline). Slides were subsequently washed and fluorescently linked secondary
antibodies were added for 2 h at room temperature. Finally, slides were again washed and
mounted using Vectashield Hardset medium (Vector Laboratories). All images were
collected using a Biorad Radiance 2100 confocal microscope with a 1.4NA 60X objective .
The spindle angles were measured for ~20 cells for each condition and displayed in a
radial histogram.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The findings from the previous chapters on the molecular evolution of the GK
domain have broad implications beyond the molecular history of a protein interaction
domain. GK domains and the MAGUK family as a whole are a widely functioning protein
family involved in many crucial metazoan processes, including essential cellular processes
such as spindle orientation, but also many higher functions such as neuronal synapse
organization. The GK domain is an essential part of these processes and thus the
elucidation of its evolutionary history and mechanisms contributes to the better
understanding of metazoan processes. In this chapter I will discuss the implications from
the previous two chapters in the light of the many MAGUK functions and their place in
evolution, focusing on the evolution of spindle orientation pertaining to early metazoa, the
establishment of phospho-specificity and more general GK domain evolution as pertaining
to higher functions in other MAGUK GK domains.
Although it has been known for some time that the MAGUK GK domain is present
throughout metazoa and more recently, choanoflagellates, an unexpected major result from
chapter II is the finding that the original GK domain ancestor, Anc-GK1PID, possessed
spindle orientation activity. While Pins binding and spindle orientation are known
functions of the Dlg family of GK domains, the other major MAGUK families possess very
different cellular functions and are thus were considered unlikely to participate in Pins
binding and spindle orientation. Because the Dlg family is only one of seven unique
MAGUK families, it was unclear which molecular function would prove to be ancestral to
the GK domain family. We observed that the Dlg-GK family functionality of Pins binding
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and spindle orientation was the ancestral function of the GK domain ancestor, suggesting
that Pins-binding / spindle orientation capability was lost in other lineages or potentially
maintained alongside other known functions.
This result indicates that Pins binding / spindle orientation is the original ancestral
function, and that other functions would are derived from this original function.
Furthermore, it is possible to observe this change in function by characterizing ancestors of
these additional GK families and pin-pointing when spindle orientation / Pins binding was
lost. Preliminary experiments along these lines of thought provide evidence that this may
have been the case. Functional characterization of the ancestor to the MPP/CASK family
indicates that this ancestor maintained Pins-binding ability similar to the progenitor AncGK1PID (Figure 18). Further derived ancestors likely lost Pins binding affinity in favor of
known MPP family ligands as the family specialized. In contrast, characterization of the
ancestor to the ZO/Dlg5/CARMA/CaCNB famly of GK domains found that all Pinsbinding ability was lost completely. Interestingly, this loss of Pins-binding is accompanied
by a 20 amino-acid deletion event in the Pins-binding region of the GK domain which is
conserved in all derived ancestors and extant proteins. Analysis of extant ZO-like GK
domains through crystallographic studies further shows that this initial deletion event has
resulted in the complete loss of the GBD subdomain which supports Pins binding,
indicating that these family members have completely lost all Pins-binding capability.
This preliminary result suggests that the ZO/Dlg5/CARMA/CACNB family
function was created by a further neofunctionalizing event at the cost of Pins-binding and
was further diversified into the four separate families. These results have potential
importance for future studies of MAGUK GK domains. First, the finding that the
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MPP/CASK family functionality is evolved from the previous Pins-binding / spindle
orientation function suggests that residues important in Pins binding may also be relevant
in MPP/CASK specific ligand binding. In the opposite way, the deletion of crucial Pins
binding residues in the ZO/Dlg5 and related families suggests these domains bind protein
ligands in a completely different manner, as they lack the GBD subdomain completely(50).
Further studies will be necessary to determine the exact functional evolution of non Dlgfamily GK domain molecular functions.

Figure 18. Preliminary investigation of Pins-binding by nearby non-Dlg lineage ancestors.
A. Summary schematic of Pins-binding ability(green) in GK domain phylogeny. Pins
binding is first present in the GK domain ancestor Anc-GK1PID and is maintained in the
Dlg family lineage and is also present in the ancestor to all MPP family(yellow) GK
domains, Anc-MPP1. Pins binding is lost(red) in the transition from Anc-GK2PID to the
ancestor of all ZO, Dlg5, CARMA and CACNB family GK domains, Anc-ZO-1. B.
Summary of phospho-Pins disassociation constants(Kd,µM) by fluorescence anisotropy for
the ancestors in panel A.
In addition to implications regarding non-Dlg families, the finding that Pins-binding
/ spindle orientation evolved as the first GK domain functionality also has major
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implications for the evolution of mitotic spindle orientation. From the GK domain
phylogeny, Anc-GK1PID, the first GK domain ancestor, diverged from the guanylate kinase
ancestor Anc-gkdup before the divergence of choanoflagellates and metazoans. Although it
has been known that spindle orientation is necessary for organized tissues and cellular
differentiation, the finding that spindle orientation capability evolved before metazoa
further highlights spindle orientation itself as even more ancient than previously thought.
Further evidence from chapter II that modern choanoflagellates also orient their spindle to
generate spatially organized colonies and may also have functioning Pins/GK/KHC-73
homologs suggests that Pins/GK pathway itself may have evolved before metazoa,
suggesting the importance of these molecules in the building of true animal
multicellularity.
Lastly, the causal historical substitutions themselves which neofunctionalized the
ancient guanylate kinase ancestor to that of a phospho-peptide binding and spindle
orientation domain have interesting implications for molecular mechanisms in evolution.
Unlike many instances of neofunctionalization in protein evolution where variations of the
same functionality are evolved via stepwise modifications of binding sites or active sites,
the GK domain may have undergone a relatively rapid and sequentially simple evolution
that did not a stepwise evolution of a novel binding site from scratch. The finding that a
single amino acid substitution is responsible for a substantial change in function suggests
that evolution has made use of existing binding sites and repurposed them for protein
binding by modifying protein biophysics, such as conformational dynamics, instead of a
step-by-step evolution of a new binding site. Further substitutions as discussed in chapter
III likely refined the initial latent binding site exposed by s36P and functioned to exclude
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unphosphorylated binding. Future studies are necessary to resolve the exact biochemical
mechanism on how the described substitutions exactly function, however the current work
described here establishes at the minimum the genetic changes responsible for the
evolution of the GK protein interaction domain.
Although future studies are necessary to elucidate the exact biophysical
mechanisms of the GK domain’s historical hinge and phospho-specificity substitutions,
previous extant studies have shown modifying protein dynamics and conformational bias
could be sufficient to alter GK enzyme functionality to give rise to GK domain-like
function (22). Our finding that these same alterations took place in the actual evolutionary
history of the evolution of the GK domain further supports the growing idea that
modifications to protein conformational dynamics themselves can be an effective
evolutionary mechanism in the evolution of novel protein functions.
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APPENDIX
ANCESTRAL RECONSTRUCTION TABLES

Figure A1. The reconstructed sequence of Anc-gkdup is shown with the maximum
likelihood and next-best amino acid state shown at each site, along with their posterior
probabilities (PP). Ambiguously reconstructed sites with a next-best state with PP > 0.2
are shaded gray. The mean posterior probability over sites and the number of expected
errors in the complete ML sequence given the posterior probabilities at each site are shown.
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Figure A2. The reconstructed sequence of Anc-GK1PID is shown with the maximum
likelihood and next-best amino acid state shown at each site, along with their posterior
probabilities (PP). Ambiguously reconstructed sites with a next-best state with PP > 0.2 are
shaded gray. The mean posterior probability over sites and the number of expected errors in
the complete ML sequence given the posterior probabilities at each site are shown.
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Figure A3. Protein sequences with accessions and species names used in the phylogenetic
analysis to generate Figure 5.
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Table A1. Pins homologs with sequences shown in Figure 9b and Figure 14b, including
species names and accession numbers.

Table A2. List of orthologs of filozoan guanylate kinase enzyme and their gene accession
numbers. Each gene is a reciprocal best hit of a human or yeast guanylate kinase query
sequence.
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